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Achievement
Apply probability concepts in solving
problems.

Achievement with Merit
Apply probability concepts, using
relational thinking, in solving problems.

Achievement with Excellence
Apply probability concepts, using
extended abstract thinking, in solving
problems.
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Annotation

A4

(a) (i) Calculated the three risks, coped with values in standard form
and made the correct decision.
(ii) Gave examples of why the collected data may not be
accurate.
(iii) Missed the point that historical data would be useful and that
there are other factors that affect the risk of having a car stolen.
(b) (i) Calculated the combined probability, but did not state the
assumption of independent events.
(ii) Vague about how the true probability will be different from the
observed results, and that a further sample is likely to have
different results because of sampling variation.

M5

(a) (i) Found the observed proportion.
(ii) Calculated the chance of the number ending in a zero.
(iii) Misinterpreted what the results of the simulation represented
so was unable to make the conclusion that it was likely that the
importer was rounding the odometer readings.
(b) (i) Misunderstand the concept of mutually exclusive events.
(ii) Calculated the proportion of cars that were used and
manufactured in Japan and realised that because this was
greater than 50% that I would be greater than the proportion of
used cars not manufactured in Japan. However did not consider
the maximum proportion of used cars not manufactured in Japan.

E8

(a) (i) Calculated the probability of the combined event.
(ii) Calculated the proportion of cars from testing centre C that
were unsuccessful tests. Ignore minor transfer error (1030).
(iii) Made the decision that even though testing centre B had the
highest pass rate, it had the smallest test rate.
(b) Calculated the probability that a motorcycle was at least two
years older than a car.

